Computer Society
ARTIFEX- A GRAPHIC DESIGNING WORKSHOP
“If you can dream it, you can design it” 23rd July 2014, a designing day for the
Computer Society as it organized its 1st event for the year 2014-15 “ARTIFEX- A
GRAPHIC DESIGNING WORKSHOP” conducted by Mr. Chintan Zaveri. In this age of
digital revolution everyone must have basic knowledge of designing. This workshop
provided a platform for the students to learn the revolutionary designing software
Corel draw and Adobe Photoshop. The students were taught how to edit images and
give them a professional look by adding backgrounds, changing the minute details of
the image. He also taught how to merge images using the various tools of the
software.
FUSIONAR- EXPLORING IMAGINATION
“Knowing is not ENOUGH, we must APPLY. Will is not ENOUGH, we must DO it”
consequently visual attractions are key elements in society and the art of creating
digital attractions can be mastered by anyone who is keen on creation. Everybody
has a creative element within them, keeping this in mind the computer society came
up with its next event “FUSIONAR” which was a continuation to ARTIFEX wherein
the participants were given 8 images, with the use of Adobe Photoshop they had to
merge any 2 images. The edited images were uploaded on Facebook and the image
with the maximum no. of likes would be declared the winner. The participants
showed a lot of enthusiasm for the event!
Investomania-Money wise,be wise.
The second event of Computer Society, Degree college,2014 was an ONLINE event
INVESTOMANIA- Money wise, be wise. It is was 20 day event which started from
25th august. The growing number of CA students and their lack of experience made
the event a really beneficial platform to get practical knowledge of how the Stock
Market works and get to enhance their dexterity.
The event was sponsored by DSIJ, it was a huge success with more than 150
students from VARIOUS COLLEGES participating in it. In the end, “Who doesn’t
wants to become a billionaire?” and all it takes is a tinge of smartness and loads of
experience.
Seminar on ONLINE TRADING
The computer society, to assist its online event Investomania- Money wise, be wise,
organized a Seminar on Online Trading on 27th august.
Computer Society got magnificent and exceptional opportunity to have Online
Trading Seminar conducted by a very talented and innovative person namely CA CS
Sankalp Kansthiya , a former employee of J.P. Morgan Services, currently heading
Finovative Solutions. He is also a faculty for institutes like ICAI, ICSI and MBA
colleges.

The seminar conducted by him was intellectual and interactive which was enjoyed
by more than 50 attendants. This erudite seminar showcased various aspects like How stock market works?
 How is trading in stock market done?
 What is Short Selling and how is it done?
 How can one become rich by trading only in stocks?
and much more.....
The listeners were engrossed and moved by the informative aspects covered
by Mr. Sankalp and positively agreed to participate in the online trading event
of dealing in shares with virtual money. The vital reason that they were
moved to be a participant in the Online trading event is that they were given
right platform by us to experience how real stock market practically works.
At last we all know, "Profit or Loss may not be Real, but experience will be
Real."

